
Thankskilling

(http://www.dvdsnapshot.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/ThanksKilling.jpg) Official Synopsis:

The ultimate low-budget experience. A killer turkey comedy/horror flick. What’s the darn movie about? Me!

Killing’ college kids pun-by-pun over Thanksgiving break! I shoot shotguns, wear disguises, and yell campy

one-liners like “You just got stuffed!” (Ya’ll have to excuse my “fowl” language). Plus – this sucker was

made for only $3,500!

Our Take:

Thankskilling is one of the most poorly looking, poorly acted films I‘ve ever seen and I absolutely loved

every minute of it. When taken for what it is, it’s a funny, absurd movie that is about a cursed turkey named

Turkie that goes around killing people, having sex with a woman and almost being anally raped while

hitchhiking. It is tremendous. Yup Turkie talks, drives, can fire guns. It is stupidly terrific and awful and so

bad I laughed and snorted at parts. Continuity errors? You betcha. The driver of the Jeep puts up his window

(which says pop or something on it in dirty letters) then a minute later the window is no longer on the Jeep (it

is one of those zipper off/on windows ragtop Jeeps are known for). The female lead asks the male lead if he

has the lighter he conveniently brought with him, he gives it to her just for her to later ask him TWO different

times if he still has the lighter. But what do you expect from a $3500 film that on the DVD cover says

WARNING! BOOBS IN THE FIRST SECOND!

Special Features:

Audio Commentary

Blooper Reel

Photo Galleries

Conclusion:
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Thankskilling is clearly not for everyone. If you can accept the absurdity of a jive talking, murdering turkey

that looks like it was made from leftover latex that wears a skin mask in one scene convincing all these

college kids that he is the girl’s dead father, then this movie is for you. If you are going to make a bad movie,

make it epically bad like this. You will laugh at how awful it truly is, how bad the special effects are and how

not one of the actors should EVER work in another movie ever again. Yet I highly recommend it because it is

the most deranged entertainment you will see in a very long time. You will find yourself pausing the movie to

question whether or not what you just saw really happened and rewinding it to make sure your eyes aren’t

playing tricks on you. It is a cult classic in its purest form and ranks up there with anything Troma can do.

GOBBLE GOBBLE MOTHERF#%@ER!

Overall Picture:

Movie: A

Extra Features: B

Written by Ken Murray (http://www.dvdsnapshot.com/author/ken-murray/) .
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